Aruba Instant On – The SMB Wi-Fi
that matters
Earn up to 2% cash bonus* on every sale as a registered partner
Small businesses rely on agility above all else to get ahead. They need
the flexibility and responsiveness to match their expanding customer
base, and to push ahead with their own ambitions. The backbone of
this environment is a fast, reliable, and above all secure network that
grows as they do.
Typically, many SMBs will find that a huge number of business networking solutions simply aren’t suited to them: the set up and management is far too complex for the time they have available; the ongoing
subscription costs are prohibitively expensive; the infrastructure required is out of all proportion for their workspace.
The Aruba difference
Fortunately, Aruba Instant On provides the answer, with the industry’s
leading range of wireless routing and switching solutions focussed on
the SMB market.
Aruba Instant On solutions are based on three core principles that set
Instant On apart:
• Ease of use
• Exceptional capability
• Unmatched reliability
Right out of the box, Instant On products deliver an SMB network like
no other.

Instant On devices are deployed and configured in a matter of minutes
with no additional cabling required through the Aruba Instant On mobile
app. The app also provides a single unified point of control for network
management, access, expansion, and security. Customers can simply
add new access points to the network at the touch of a screen as and
when they need them.
Low cost – high return
What’s more, with no subscription fees or hidden costs, Aruba Instant
On provides a lower TCO than its competitors, making it an exceptionally attractive proposition for small businesses looking to make their
mark.
• Wired and wireless connectivity available, including PoE+
• Range of indoor and outdoor access options
• High performance Wi-Fi 6
• Support? We’ve got your back, Two-year warranty for Access Points,
Limited Lifetime warranties on switches with ongoing 24x7 phone or
chat support
• Support for up to 100 devices
Increase your profitability
Aruba Instant On provides the ultimate in effortless, reliable Wi-Fi for
SMB customers, Improve your profitability with every Aruba Instant On
sale by registering as an Aruba ACTION Partner with Tech Data.
Aruba ACTION Partners unlock a host additional benefits designed to
accelerate their practice and help them win more opportunities:
• Up to 2% cash bonus* on every Aruba Instant On sale.
• Exclusive online training platform to boost sales.
• Partner marketing materials including quarterly promotional bundles
and whitepapers.
• Membership to the Aruba Partner community and delivery of the latest SMB news.
• Ongoing rewards and incentives.
Registering as an Aruba ACTION Partner is simple, but the rewards
are substantial. Click on the link below to get started, select Tech Data
as you’re chosen distributor, and you’ll be ready to start winning more
with every Instant On sale.
Deliver the SMB network that matters with Aruba Instant On.

Register for the Aruba Action Partner Club here.
To discover more Aruba Instant On, including the latest promotions,
visit InTouch today.
*Terms and conditions apply

